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Northern Region Winter Storm Event Suppl 331.0 214.4 0.0 
A supplemental request for $331.0 is required to fund the additional resources necessary to address an extreme 
unexpected weather event. 

On April 2, 2021, Northern Region experienced an unprecedented winter event that the National Weather Service 
reports set a new record for the most snow fall in a single event during the month of April and is the 
second-highest snow fall event on record for the area. This event resulted in 12-22 inches of snowfall within 
approximately 48 hours, followed by unseasonably high winds. This caused extreme drifting, avalanches, closed 
several roadways, and put many of DOT&PF's roadways in a very difficult or hazardous driving condition. The 
temperatures at the time of the event hovered around 32 degrees, making the snow composition high in moisture 
content. 

Following the heavy snowfall and high winds, temperatures dropped significantly within 24 hours to wen below 
zero, freezing much of the remaining snow and ice to the roadways. This caused additional safety concerns for the 
traveling public and made it incredibly difficult to remove. In order to promptly respond to this event, address 
roadway safety, and return the infrastructure to pre-storm condition (including protecting infrastructure from 
damage during spring thaw), the region was required to leverage additional resources (materials, overtime, and 
contractor services). 
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Agency: Department of Transportation and Public Facilities 
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